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Economic adjustment refers to changes in the behaviour of individuals, businesses and even society as a whole in response to changes in the economic environment. Economic adjustment may be due to efforts to co-lead with the effects of the recession. Currently, governments and businesses are looking for ways to
adapt to the economic consequences of climate change. Positive changes, such as the development of new and better technology, can also lead to economic adjustment. When a recession strikes, people usually take steps to combat changes in the economic climate. Families can stop at a fast food restaurant instead of
steak. Other economic adjustments to difficult economic times include cutting unnecessary spending, getting additional jobs and saving more than a cushion in the event of job losses. These economic adjustments can be useful if they encourage people to manage their money more efficiently. Another motive for applying
economic adjustment strategies is that companies must remain competitive when faced with technological innovation. Existing manufacturers in the industry can adapt by implementing new technology or try to improve the systems they already have. An example of the latter is the typewriter industry. Faced with growing
competition from computers in the late 1970s, typewriter manufacturers began rolling out machines with advanced features such as data storage and the ability to communicate with computers. December 2, 2019 4 min Read The opinions that entrepreneurs contribute are their own. It's a simple truth: Nothing lasts
forever. Times change, and business changes precisely with it. If you want to be successful as an entrepreneur, you have to adapt. If you can't, you can stay in the dust. The ability to develop professionally can keep you in the game and lead to further growth and success. Here are just a few reasons why you need to
learn to adapt. To stay relevantNee from the few things you can count on in business is a change. Technology, culture and consumer tastes are constantly in fluent, so if you want to stay relevant, you have to be open to changing mindsets and business in line. No, that doesn't mean you have to be first in line to sign up
for every new social media platform or invest in all the hottest technology. However, this means that you need to be open and willing to make the right changes when it makes sense for your business. For example, not so long ago, many small businesses only worked with cash, because credit card acceptance requires
over-taxing costs and fees. These days, with many more payment platforms available, it is much easier to receive payment in different handy ways. If we had insisted on the rest of the money, you could have missed a lot of sales. Realted: Your company has 2 options: Problem-solving capabilities Albert Einstein once
said: A measure of intelligence is the ability to change. Flexibility can help you think outside the box and invent creative solutions. Let's say you want to market your business to potential customers. Years ago, you might have been looking for ads for newspapers or magazines, or tv commercials. But as the technology
developed, a number of marketing methods have also evolved. These days it could be a better solution for a small company investing in a seo company to optimize its website and develop a targeted social media plan. See new opportunities If you are closed for a change, then you are also closed to new opportunities.
By being flexible, you will be able to question the status quo, and there is often entrepreneurial magic going on here. Think about Uber. As the company lore goes, the ride-sharing app was dreaming after two friends couldn't get a taxi in Paris after the conference and thought it would be great to have a technology-friendly
option for an easy booking ride. The idea here is that by being open to change, new opportunities can flourish. Who knows? Naybe's willingness to adapt can help you dream about the next big thing. Happier psychologist, author and speaker Henry Cloud believed: We change our behavior when the pain that stays the
same becomes greater than the pain of changing. But why wait for the pain to remain the same to become unbearable when it's as simple as learning to adapt? When you open your mind to constantly evolve and change, rather than sticking to how things are now, you can avoid the pain and pregnancy that can come
with being put in your own way. Related: 3 Things you need to know about adapting to successAll you'll be more interestingLet's face it: If you're rigid in your thoughts and don't want to adjust, you're probably not the most fun person in the room. While routine isn't a bad thing, too strictly stick to the same old can keep you
from growing and hindering your personal and professional development. Once you've been able to adapt, you'll be exposed to more ideas, people and concepts. This will make you a more rounded individual - more interesting and dynamic. When you're dealing with the world, you work as a person and business. This
can open a lot of doors and help you to continue to move forward towards your goals, for which we are all in business in the first place. The world can sometimes seem like a wandering, complicated place, especially given the ever-increasing complexity of our jobs. I could count on the number of leaders who told me that
they were not worried about more and more changes in the workplace. The vast majority of leaders I am talking to point to the most changing technology, changing markets, social media, globalisation– all the elements We may have our heads spinning, but together we create some kind of tornado of the mind. With
complexity and change, moving your mind set is the only way to not only cope, but also make the journey more fun and successful. Here are four tips to start:1. Ask different questionsThe questions you usually ask, you'll get the answers you usually get, which isn't so helpful when you need new ideas. For a twist, try
asking a new question. Most of us, of course, ask questions that are narrow and push towards a solution. In complexity, it is crucial to be open to different options. In a situation with lots of moving parts, the narrowing is too much to leave you attached to a solution that used to be reasonable but no longer. Push yourself
to ask questions such as: What is most striking in this situation? What's on the verge of what seems possible today? What kind of information do I ignore because I don't like what I'm told? Different questions open up new possibilities and create a more flexible, agile mindset. We often think that we have taken many
different perspectives into account when, in reality, we mostly just asked people what ideas we already knew about. Our natural habits are to crave reconciliation and work to convince those whose opinions really differ (or ignore them). When dealing with a complex situation, each person's perspective is too young, and a
group that is aligned with a single perspective is missing important pieces in total. We have to get out of our way. You can do this by looking for a different perspective and-here's the key–not trying to convince anyone (especially us) that we're right. You can tell that you don't take the perspective of you if you think it's a
nightmare or you don't get it; That means you can't learn what his gaze will teach you. Try to hold back on forming an opinion and instead actively listen to the person you wrote off as a lost cause, a group of people at work who seem so different from you that you don't even know their names, or even the one who got
close to you, and now it seems that he now has something in his hood. You're wondering how I can be wrong or miss something? 3. Consider the bigger pictureOur of bowing is to pull things apart and save the little pieces one by one. In complexity, the system moves too fast and has too many connected parts for us to
use this more comfortable approach with success for a long time. Instead, when things are moving really fast, it's time to look at the interactions. It's like watching an ice hockey game: If you follow the poo with your eyes, you'll be lost. If you zoom in and look at the patterns of players on the ice, you'll see the game. When
you are attracted to check if you can find samples. When you feel jumping back and forth between two details, rather than thinking of them as opposite, see what balance you can strike between the two sides.4. Experiment And LearnKo is time to act, complexity requires a series of safe-to-fail attempts–little bets that can
be used to force the system in the desired direction. Instead of choosing the ultimate goal and trying to close the gaps, try to find places to experiment and learn. For example, if you decide that something is not quite right in your culture, avoid a typical solution to the way culture is shifted and then exclude the culture
change program. Instead, look for unexpected places where culture moves in a better direction and you design a little experiment to see if you can encourage some of these trends elsewhere. Experiments have to be small, cheap, and the most important thing should be the things you can learn from. To thrive in
complexity, it takes a new way to look at the world and act within it. But when you move your mind, an amazing thing happens. You will not only deal with complex situations better, you can actually enjoy the complexities and use them to your advantage. And in a world that's increasingly complicated, that's a big benefit.Jennifer Garvey Berger and Keith Johnston are the authors ofSimple Habits for Complex Times: Powerful Practices for Leaders (2015) from Stanford Business Books. They are partners in the cultivation of leadership– cultivating .com. Leadership- Cultivating .com.
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